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1. LEG ATTACHE ADVISES THAT RESIDENT IN LAREDO OF HIS ORGANIZATION IS ATTEMPTING TO GET ALL DETAILS RE METHOD OF TRAVEL. WHO IF ANYONE TRAVELLED WITH HIM AND ANY INFO OF EITHER TRAVEL BY OSWALD OR "ALEX HIDDLE".

2. LEG ATTACHE CHECKED ALL FLIGHTS FROM NUEVO LAREDO AND MONTERREY TO AND FROM MEXICO FOR PERTINENT PERIOD. FOUND NO REPEAT NO EVIDENCE OSWALD USE OF AIR TRAVEL.

3. LEG ATTACHE DOING SAME CHECKS ON JACK RUBINSTEIN ALIAS JACK RUBY.

4. LEG ATTACHE ALSO ASSISTING WITH ALL ASSETS IN ATTEMPT GET DATA ON WHERE OSWALD STAYED IN MEXICO AND WHO HIS CONTACTS MIGHT HAVE BEEN.

5. JOB SUGGESTED IN PARA ONE REF ALMOST TOO BIB, BUT WILL MAKE REQUEST. SURE IT REALIZED THAT SINCE JUNE 1962 THERE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF TOURISTS TRAVELLERS VISITED FROM U.S.A. AND MEXICAN IMMIGRATION RECORDS ARE POOR.
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